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<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
:: waiting to go to the island ::

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
::taps his badge:: *CTO*: Idrani to Amuz.

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
*CIV*: Thalev!

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
*CTO*: Khethiwe!

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
*CIV*: Thalev!!

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
*CTO*: I can do this all day... you really want to go there?

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
*CIV*: Of course not. Where are you?

TO_Ens_Rekuan says:
::Somewhere, Somehow::

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
*CTO*: Over here. Where are you?

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
*CIV*: Over there. Where are- ::turns around and sees him at the other entrance:: Nevermind

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
::walks through the crowd towards Thalev::

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
:: looks around wondering where everyone else is and taps her com badge ::  *All*  This is Commander Telgar, please report in.

TO_Ens_Rekuan says:
*XO*: Commander. We have a problem.

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
*XO*: Junior Lieutenant Amuz here, sir. I am meeting Commander Idrani in the central square now

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
*XO*: Idrani here, with the CTO. We are heading to the island transport now. ::nods to the CTO::

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
*TO* What problem is that Ensign.

TO_Ens_Rekuan says:
*XO*: The CNS has just been dragged out of a bar. Now he's gone.

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
::nods back and gestures:: CIV: I think the transport is this way

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
*TO*:  What!!! :: turns on her heel ::  What bar Ensign?

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
CTO: Lead the way, m'lady.

TO_Ens_Rekuan says:
*XO*: The Somewhere, Somehow bar.

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
::smiles softly and starts walking, glancing down at his leg briefly:: CIV: Are you...can you keep up alright?

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
*CTO/CIV*:  Belay that, meet me at the Somewhere, Somehow bar.

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
CTO: I thought I answered that last night... ::shrugs::

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
*TO*:  Stay put, I'm on my way.

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
::looks at Thalev and grins:: CIV: You make a point, Commander Thalev Idrani, I do- ::grits her teeth at the sound of the XO's voice::

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
*XO*: On our way, maam.

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
::changes direction comically:: CTO: As always, shore leave is spoiled like yogurt left in the sun.

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
CIV: Yogurt? ::wrinkles up her nose and starts walking::

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
:: walks around the corner and towards the bar looking for the TO ::

CNS_Cmdr_McRae says:
::slowly opens his eyes and looks around as the drug wears off::

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
::enters the bar:: XO: Reporting as ordered, maam.

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
:: nods at the XO and approaches the TO ::  TO:  Ok Ensign, what happened?

CNS_Cmdr_McRae says:
::wonders why someone hit him with an elephant::

TO_Ens_Rekuan says:
:: Finds the XO, CIV and CTO :: XO/CIV/CTO: As I have already told you ma'am ::Looks at the XO:: the CNS has been dragged out of this bar by... unknowns.

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
TO: Unknowns? Species? Size? numbers? We need a bit more information than just 'unknowns'?

CNS_Cmdr_McRae says:
::blinks to clear his vision.::

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
::looks on waiting to see what in the name of Elvis is going on::

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
TO:  How many and what species took him?

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
TO: And as a TO why didn't you try to stop them?

CNS_Cmdr_McRae says:
::looks around and sees a variety of green folks::

TO_Ens_Rekuan says:
CTO/XO: There were two. ::Tries to recall:: CTO/XO: Nausticans.

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
TO:  Which way did they go?  :: looks around ::  And where is the Captain?

CNS_Cmdr_McRae says:
::tries to move only to discover he's chained to the bed::

CNS_Cmdr_McRae says:
Green Chick From Bar: You know, if you wanted me to come home with you, all you have to do was ask.

TO_Ens_Rekuan says:
XO: I already to the Captain. Not sure where he is now. They went that-a-way:: Points out a door ::

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
CTO: Naus-T-icans?

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
XO: Sir, we should alert the planetary security authorities. ::looks at the TO:: TO: Are you SURE he was dragged? Not drunk? Or under the influence of narcotics?

TO_Ens_Rekuan says:
Self: Nasty Cans.

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
XO: And we should have the Tal War prevent any ships departing.

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
CTO:  Get on that.

TO_Ens_Rekuan says:
CTO: He was dragged. I'm sure.

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
XO: Aye, Commander ::looks at Thalev and the others before looking for the nearest communication booth::

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
XO: So much for shore leave.

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
:: nods ::  CIV:  Call the ship and relay those orders.

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
CIV:  I think this is why the Captain hates shoreleave.

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
TO: If we find him and I walk in on him naked with a green Orion sex slave, I am going to kill you.

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
::presses the communication button:: Computer: Patch me through to the planet security or police force

TO_Ens_Rekuan says:
CIV: I'm sure you enjoy walking on naked people.

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
:: taps her com badge ::  *CO*  Captain, what is your location?

CNS_Cmdr_McRae says:
GCFB: And what's that smell?  It's vaguely reminiscent of high school locker room and warm sewage.

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
TO: Walking IN on... ::gives the TO a Dinozzo/Gibbs slap::

TO_Ens_Rekuan says:
CIV: I still stick with what I said.

Green Chick says:
::Smiles at him::  CNS:  You do ask a lot of questions...::Sits down on the bed beside him::  All will be revealed.  Don't be so impatient.

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
TO: Then start saying your prayers.

ACTION:  The Captain doesn't answer as Gemma had grab his communicator without him noticing and dropped it on the ground.

CNS_Cmdr_McRae says:
GCFB: And you avoid answering questions with vague promises.  If you're going to tell me anyway, might as well do it now.

Green Chick says:
CNS:  Naaa, Moran will do that... ::Undoes his chains:;  Don't bother trying to escape.  You can't, but feel free to look around.

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
Police Force: We have a member of our crew that has been suspected to have been kidnapped. He is half Terran, half Trill. Brown hair, green eyes. Height 1.78 metres and 79.38 kilograms

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
Police: Notify your officers and begin searches please

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
:: wonders at the CO not answering ::  CIV/CTO/TO:  Ok, Amuz, have someone go and find the Captain, we are going to try and track down the Counselor.

CNS_Cmdr_McRae says:
GCFB: That sounds like a challenge.  ::stands and looks around::

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
XO: What would you like me to do, Maam?

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
CIV:  When I said we, I meant you, Amuz, Rekuan and I.

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
XO: Yes, I was asking for more specific instructions.

CNS_Cmdr_McRae says:
::walks over to the plastic sheet that seems to be the source of the smell::

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
::scowls as the police officer shows a severe lack of enthusiasm:: Police: You are a disgrace to protectors throughout this galaxy. Don't expect me to be friendly if I meet you in person ::slams her hand on the side of the console as it shuts off::

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
CIV:  You and Amuz check the bar, see if anyone saw anything.

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
XO: Aye. ::steps aside to a fat bloke and wonders how the chair doesn't collapse under him:: Man: Hello Sir, could I have a moment of your time?

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
TO:  You and I will see if we can find which way they went.

Green Chick says:
::Stands up and laughs at the CNS but waunders over to one of the offices.::

TO_Ens_Rekuan says:
XO: Alright, ma'am.

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
:: walks over to the door that the TO said the CNS was dragged out of :: TO:  Go and get us some tricorders.

TO_Ens_Rekuan says:
Self: Someone call Spock.

CNS_Cmdr_McRae says:
::finds a drug lab and some extra large Orions behind the plastic::

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
::approaches the barman and sits down:: Barman: I will be direct, did you see my colleague over here talking to some Nausicans?

CNS_Cmdr_McRae says:
XL Orion: Someone has definitely been eating his Wheaties.

Claus says:
CIV: Ho ho ho, hello there Sir!

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
Fat_Bloke: I was wondering if I could ask you a few questions regarding a colleage of mine? What's your name?

TO_Ens_Rekuan says:
XO: Any clue where I can find a tricorder on shoreleave?

Claus says:
CIV: You can call me Mr. Claus.

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
:: shakes her head :: *Tal-War*:  Beam down 2 tricorders to this location.

TO_Ens_Rekuan says:
Self: Time to get fused with a tricorder.

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
Claus: Thank you... I like the costume by the way. Now... onto business, did you see this man here? ::holds out a PADD with a picture of the CNS on it in a bikini::

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
Claus: Sorry, it was the only picture on file at short notice.

Claus says:
::flinches:: CIV: Eugh..it's hideous!

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
:: watches as the tricorders materialize and picks one up ::

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
Claus: So did you see him?

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
TO:  Now lets get to work.

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
:: begins to scan the area of the door for the CNS's DNA ::

TO_Ens_Rekuan says:
:: Checks to make sure he's not a walking tricorder, then picks the other up ::

Claus says:
CIV: I can't forget a face like that.. yes he was here. Nice and cozy with an Orion girl, if you know what I mean. Trading tattoos if you know what I mean... getting frisky and grabby if you...

CNS_Cmdr_McRae says:
GCFB: ::yelling:: What's up with the mutants over here?

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
::interrupts:: Claus: Yes, yes, I get it. So what happened? Can you describe the woman better please?

Claus says:
CIV: Well, she was green. ::pauses:: I wasn't really looking at her face... sorry. Just green.

Green Chick says:
CNS:  Why!?  Don't ya like them.

CNS_Cmdr_McRae says:
GCFB: It's just unexpected that's all.  You guys starting a professional wrestling league or something?

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
:: sighs :: TO:  No sign of him.  :: looks around :: Did you see which way they went?

CNS_Cmdr_McRae says:
::tries to identify the drug they're cooking from sight::

TO_Ens_Rekuan says:
XO: As I said ma'am, that a way. ::Points::

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
::sighs, giving up with the Barman and moves to where Idrani is::

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
TO:  Lets go and keep scanning.

TO_Ens_Rekuan says:
XO: Okay.

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
:: begins walking and scanning ::

Green Chick says:
::Walks up behind him::  CNS:  Hmmmm something like that.  Moran is creating an army of sorts shall we say.  ::Pauses::  You know that drug that you were injected with?   ::Grins and points to the mutants::  Welcome to your future.

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
Claus: Thank you.

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
CTO: Apparently he was real friendly with a green skinned sex-meister.

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
::nods mutely:: CIV: The police authorities were most unhelpful

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
CTO: Let's go ask that elfish one in the corner.

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
:: continues to walk slowly and scan the crowd :: TO:  Are you picking anything up?

CNS_Cmdr_McRae says:
GCFB: Gee thanks, I always wanted to be a freak of nature.  I assume their brain functions are impaired and they just follow orders blindly.

Green Chick says:
CNS:  Of course...we can't have the blindly running around.

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
CIV: You take the lead, I will observe their body language

CNS_Cmdr_McRae says:
GCFB: Yeah what good are soldiers with minds of their own, that would just be silly.

TO_Ens_Rekuan says:
XO: No, I'm not.

CIV_Cmdr_Idrani says:
CTO: That should be the other way around... I am the contact specialist and you are the security officer.

Green Chick says:
::Grins at him::

CTO_LtJG_Amuz says:
::laughs:: CIV: Good point

CNS_Cmdr_McRae says:
::stomach starts cramping:: Self: That's not good...

XO_Cmdr_Telgar says:
:: sighs in frustration :: TO:  Me either and I don't know how far we should scan before we try a different tactic.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


